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Everette has made a name for himself as a school leader who can come into the toughest situation

and still turn things around, combining creative problem solving with skills he learned as a Navy

SEAL. So when a school in Irvine has a sudden drug problem, they bring him in. As luck would have

it, he moves in across the street from Vivienne; the attraction is mutual and instant. But life throws

many curveballs at them in the form of the drug issues at his school, his daughterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s illness,

and VivienneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s stalker ex. They turn to each other for comfort, and her to him for

protection, but things are messy. Will they work past their problems and come together?*Daddy

Next Door has no cheating and a HEA. Includes 4 bonus books.*
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What a good story, this is intriguing, suspenseful and has some twists to make it interesting. The

romance is sweet with some steam, but very believable and the chemistry is very good. I also really

liked that the entire series was put into one big box set, without having to buy each book separately.

It was also different than most of the books in this genre. It had an entertaining storyline with the

characters and their backgrounds. The characters themselves were well developed and had



personalities that made them loveable. I really enjoy this authors work and I recommend these

books to anyone who enjoys a good series. I voluntarily read an advanced copy of this book.

It doesn't matter if you have an infant or a grown child there is always time to find love. Good series.

Enjoyed it! Even the predictable ex-boyfriend part.

I enjoyed reading each book. It kept my interest and made my travel time fly by faster. It was well

written.

This was a good series of books. I liked the content, wasn't boring and couldn't wait to read on.

I enjoyed the book but the ending to all of the stories were horrible. I still had a lot of questions that I

felt were unanswered.

Vivienne Andrews is owner of a daycare center and has been living in a new city, a new

neighborhood and has a new name for that last two years, after her ex, psycho, stalking, boyfriend

has been following and threatening her. Now she has a new neighbor, handsome, young, single,

father of a 3 year old little girl, Jane. Everett James just moved in across the street from Vivienne

(Vivi), and into the neighborhood, because of a his new job as a principal of the local high school

and from the beginning he knew the school was in trouble with drug dealers. He was hired because

of his help with the inter city schools problem with gangs and drugs and of course his Ex Seal

training and hoped he could help their school. Everett and Vivian meet and a strong attention

developers. Not only does Everett has his share of problem with drug dealer, his little girl end up in

the hospital very sick and Vivi's ex-boyfriend, brakes in to daycare center and her home, and he

also tries to kidnap her.Once again C.A. give us a very great book to read and enjoy. I certainly wait

for her next book.I voluntarily reviewed an advance copy of this book.

This book has some really good characters but the plot about Everett being a high school principal

taking on drug dealers was not that believable to me at times.I liked the invention by Adams of the

highly addictive and dangerous drug "rocket" being dealt to the students. And even though Everett

had been a Navy Seal; I found it a bit far fetched that a high school principal would go to these

extremes to get a bad drug out of their school.I wish there had been a little more backstory about



Vivienne and her horrific past with Simon. How did she get away from such a controlling man who

was so horrible that she had to change her name and start over someplace else.The book spends

more time on Everett and his quest to stop the spread of the "rocket" drug and I would have liked at

least equal time spent on Vivienne's character.But I did really enjoy the twist at the end because it

brought everything full circle.I received an advanced copy of this book for my honest review.
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